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About This Game

Raining Blobs is a fast-paced arcade puzzle game based around matching falling blocks. Matching blocks of the same color
will link them together while matching blocks with stars in them will destroy the linked blocks. This game will put both your

fingers and mind to a test of raw skill. Prove that you have what it takes to survive the endless blob rain!

Key Features:

Adore the cast of cute female protagonists inspired by anime style art.

Crush your competition with up to 8 player local coop or vs mode! Show your friends just how good you are! Up to 16
with CPUs!

Secure your position as the undisputed Raining Blobs master by rising to the top of the leaderboards in Arcade, Endless
Battle, Tournament and Puzzle modes.

Advance your way through a selection of fierce battles in Tournament mode and unravel the story.

Solve all mind-bending puzzles in Puzzle mode.

Collect a wide selection of challenging and rewarding achievements.
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A lot of useful stats.
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Title: Raining Blobs
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Endi Milojkoski
Publisher:
Black Shell Media
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Easy to pick up and hard to put down, Raining Blobs is an exciting arcade puzzler like the old Dr. Robotnik's Mean Bean
Machine (or Puyo Puyo), but better. This game offers six difficulty levels and three different speed levels, along with a
solo mode, battle mode (supporting up to eight players) and tournament mode.

To me, this is the best game in the genre since Super Puzzle Fighter II (1996), and I like how friendly or brutal it can
be. Also, it's worth mentioning that there's a colorblind option, making the game accessible to everyone.

The anime appeal is a double-edged sword. I like it (and I'm sure there's a lot of people who'll discover the game
because of it), but some people can mistakenly pass the game because of the girls. Either way, it doesn't really matter,
since the player will be much more focused on the playfield.

All in all, I can't recommend Raining Blobs enough if games like Puyo Puyo, Columns, Dr. Mario, and even Tetris, are
your cup of tea. For a small asking price, you'll get an addictive and very well made game to play alone and\/or with
friends - and you can even team up with CPU bots to get the co-op achievements!

10\/10. Great party game (although you can play alone too), working fine on linux with controllers and\/or keyboard.

You can add as many as 15 bots to play against, selecting their difficulty. There is also an endless and a puzzle mode
(where you get pre-defined stages that you have to clear), everything can be played alone or with friends\/bots.

Don't expect animated battles but the girls are cute :). 3 words to describe this game: Fun, Addictive, Competitive!
My friends and I are having a blast playing this game, and it just gets better and better.

I have to say - The work done with the music and the art is just FLAWLESS.
The visuals in general and & the retro style - combined with great effects are more than just eye candy.

You can never have 1 of your friends "just watching" - if you see you will want to play! And the fact that we can play
up to 8 people is just wonderful.

GREAT GAME OVERALL!
THANK YOU!!
. I'm not sure. I would recommend this game because it is sweet and cute but I bought it on the assumption it was like
super puzzle fighter. Now, although it is because it has the same mechanics, it just doesn't have the cosmetics and the
fighting animations. You just send stars to your opponents. Great game though and happy to contribute, hopefully
some updates in the future.. Wanted to play Puyo Puyo. Was highly expecting this was the same as Puyo Puyo. But a
tweak in its gameplay (colors need to have stars first before they can be popped) ruined it for me. Not that I don't like a
new challenge, it's just that I want to play Puyo Puyo's gameplay as it is. So yeah, I refunded.

But yeah, for those less lazy than me, cool game.. It took me a while to get to grips with the controls and the fast pace is
rather intimidating, but it makes it a challenge.

I love the art style and the hilariously awful dialogue in tournament, which contains such gems as 'Will play my violin
with you' and 'You have eyes but you are blind'. The gameplay is addictivly brutal.

If you like puzzle games then go for it!
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Simple to play and great fun, very addictive, this is a genre that has been forgotten for a long time. Incredible Dev support, You
can play with up to 8 friends simultaneously! A must in your library. This game is exceptionally well polished, but it doesn't
really explain to me what I'm supposed to do.

Local 2 Player which works wonderfully from a technical perspective was boring to me and my friend because we sat there
dropping blobs endlessly until we quit out of boredom... what is supposed to be so satisfying about this... I don't know... maybe
they need a better tutorial and strategy guidance for newer players.

If you are a real strategist and already know these games I'm sure you'll like this one. If you're newer to the genre then pass on
this one because the game isn't really fully formed and self-contained for a player coming with no experience like myself.

edit: Upon reflection I decided to flip the thumb up. If you read what I wrote and you still buy I'm 100% sure you will love the
game.

edit2: Look at the comments to this review... The dev is right here minutes after I posted this trying to help me out. What more
do you need to know? I'm more confident in a thumbs up than even before. I'll move this out of my Hidden Games and into my
"waiting" folder to see what future updates bring in terms of helping me learn.. Would be great if it worked.. Fresh, fast paced,
and very fun! It's a blast against other players.. It's essentially Puyo Puyo, a game with an already fun and simple formula, and
adds a cute art style, a quite decent soundtrack, and a couple of twists to the gameplay that makes it faster-paced, more strategic,
and more fun. In addition to that, who doesn't love achievements and trading cards? If you're a fan of those kinds of puzzle
games, love playing 1v1 against a friend, or want a small arcade-style puzzle game to kill a few minutes with, this game is a
great choice!
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